In order to successfully use the SRI system there are three areas that need to be completed.

- Search Filters
- Output Format
- Output Modifiers (you may choose more than one)

Note: If someone does not have the correct permissions on their account, certain information may be excluded from the finalized report.

**Search Filters**

The Search Filter sections will narrow the search results in order to provide more manageable data. See the list at the end of this document for valid inputs for these fields.

Note: Professor ID is the database ID for a professor and NOT their UVID. All Schedule Codes can be found at the end of this guide.

**Output Format**

Any options that end in “Summary” will list only the response rates for that given grouping level. Any option ending in “Detail” the survey results will be displayed. Each different grouping (Course, Professor, Department, etc.) will change the way the results are summed up. Selecting a “Course” option will result in the data being broken down by each section that meets the filter criteria. Selecting the “Professor” option will cause the results to be grouped by professor. The same basic idea holds for the Department, College and Term options.
Output Modifiers

Output Modifiers add extra information to the results of the report. There are two specific modifiers that are very useful.

- **Show Detail Comparative Stats**
  - This modifier will add additional statistics for other groupings, like department, college or university. This can be helpful to get a quick sense of how a specific score compares to other scores at the University.

- **Hide Text Entry/Comments**
  - This modifier will hide the student comments entered along with the survey. It is important to select this modifier if the output type selection is anything except for Course Detail. Selecting Course Detail will keep the comments organized, otherwise the comments will just be listed in a random order, and therefore it is best to be hidden.
Schedule Codes for the SRI System

Current (after 2008 Fall):
E  Electronic Media
F  Face to Face
H  Technology Enhanced
R  Correspondence
T  Television
V  Live Interactive
W  Internet
X  Face to Face Lab

Old (2008 Fall and older):
B  Lab-OLD
C  Lecture/Lab-OLD
I  Independent Study-OLD
L  Lecture-OLD
N  Internship-OLD
P  Computer Assisted-OLD

Instructional Methods:
INV  Individualized Instruction
LAB  Laboratory
LEC  Regular Class without Lab
LEL  Regular Class with Lab
SUP  Supervision at Remote Site
THE  Thesis Credit -- After Spring 2011
WCT  WebCT  -- Fall 2008 and older

Campus:
O  Off Campus
F  Foreign Campus
M  Main Campus

Status:
A  Active
C  Cancelled